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The value of magnetic resonance imaging geometric parameters
in pre-assessing the surgical approaches of pelvic fracture
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Background: To investigate the correlation between the magnetic resonance urethrography and the
surgical approach and complexity for the patients with pelvic fracture urethral injury (PFUI) by combining
the geometry with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Methods: Forty-three male patients with PFUI (part of the patients complicated with rectal injury) from
January 2016 to December 2018 were analyzed in this retrospective research. All the patients underwent
a delayed anastomotic urethroplasty and were divided into 2 groups according to the approaches (simple
perineal approach or inferior pubectomy). For magnetic resonance urethrography, we measured and
calculated the geometric parameters such as the gap distance between two urethral ends, the pubourethral
vertical distance (PUVD), and the rectourethral median distance (RUMD).
Results: Of the 43 patients, 16 underwent inferior pubectomy and 27 underwent simple perineal approach.
The numbers of patients with and without rectal injury history were 17 and 26, respectively. The operation
time and intraoperative blood loss was significantly higher in the inferior pubectomy group. Multivariate
logistic analysis revealed that gap distance and PUVD were independent factors of the surgical approaches.
The accuracies were 83.7% and 67.4% respectively in the ROC curve analysis. In addition, the RUMD was
significantly shorter in the patients with rectal injury history (1.4, 1.8 cm).
Conclusions: Longer gap distance and shorter PUVD were the two independent factors of the inferior
pubectomy approach. Furthermore, among the patients with rectal injury history, the tissue posterior to the
urethra was often weaker and should be carefully handled during the surgery.
Trial registration: This research has been registered on the Chinese Clinical Trial Registry. The
registration number is ChiCTR2000030573.
Keywords: Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI); urethral stenosis; urethroplasty; reconstructive surgical
procedures
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Introduction
The incidence of pelvic fracture urethral injury (PFUI) is
reported with a high rate in many developing countries
like China. Most of the PFUI cases are caused by traffic
accidents, especially the pedestrian and cycle-related
mishaps which lead to serious complications such as rectal
perforation, fistula (1-4). Currently, the gold standard for
the treatment is the delayed anastomotic urethroplasty,
performed through the perineal approach (5-7). This
surgical approach includes the complete excision of
the fibrotic urethra and cavernosum and a tension-free
primary anastomosis of the two healthy urethral ends (8).
Additionally, surgeons often use techniques such as
mobilizing the distal urethra completely, corporal splitting,
inferior pubectomy, and supracrural rerouting to reveal the
proximal urethral anastomotic stoma and achieve a tensionfree anastomosis, which may further increase the surgical
complexity (9).
However, the complexity associated with the surgical
intervention still cannot be estimated accurately (10).
Although useful, the combined retrograde urography (RGU)
with voiding cystourethrogram (VCUG) is limited by being
a two-dimensional representation (11). MRI has been used
in evaluating PFUI since 1992 (12). Up to now, researches
have shown that MRI is an ideal tool in assessing urethra
because of its non-invasive, non-radioactive, multiplanar
capability and high tissue contrast (13-15). Therefore,
we used magnetic resonance (MR) urethrography for
the preoperative assessment of PFUI and investigated
the correlation between the MRI geometric parameters
and surgical approaches and complexity. We present the
following article in accordance with the STROBE reporting
checklist (available at http://dx.doi.org/10.21037/tau-201064).
Methods
Patient selection
Patients who underwent a delayed anastomotic
urethroplasty for treating the PFUI during the January
2016 to December 2018 in Shanghai Jiao Tong University
Affiliated Sixth People’s Hospital by a single surgical
team were screened. All patients who were subjected to a
preoperative dynamic contrast-enhanced MR urethrography
were included in this retrospective analysis. Considering
the development of the prostate, patients younger than 16
were excluded, and finally, 43 patients were enrolled in.
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RGU and VCUG were finished routinely. If the patient
was considered a complex posterior urethral stenosis, MR
urethrography would be performed. A complex posterior
urethral stenosis was defined as stenosis length >3 cm,
associated with perineal recto-urethral fistulas, periurethral
cavities, false passages, diverticula, injured sphincter or
failed urethra reconstruction history (8,16). All the included
patients had an indwelling suprapubic tube (SPT) before
the operation and were more than 3 months away from
the urethral injury or the last transurethral treatment. The
study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration
of Helsinki (as revised in 2013). The study was approved
by the ethics committee of Shanghai Jiao Tong University
Affiliated Sixth People’s Hospital (Ethic batch number:
2020-KY-007) and individual consent for this retrospective
analysis was waived.
Magnetic resonance urethrography and parameters
MR urethrography were performed by a single experienced
radiologist using 3T MRI systems (Magnetom Spectra;
Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Before scanning, the normal
saline was injected into the bladder and anterior urethra
through the SPT and urethral orifice until the micturition
desire was aroused. The glans was tightened by a springy
band with gauze advance. A pelvic phased-array coil was
used and following scanning sequences were included: (I)
axial T1-weighted imaging [repetition time (TR) =555,
echo time (TE) =9.9, 20 cm × 20 cm field of view, 3.0 mm
thickness with 2.8 mm gap]; (II) sagittal, axial, and coronal
T2-weighted imaging (TR =4,500, TE =125, 20 cm ×
20 cm field of view, 3.0 mm thickness with 2.5 mm gap);
(III) enhanced 3-dimensional T1 gradient echo sequence
(TR =5.7, TE =2.5, 20 cm × 20 cm field of view, 2.5 mm
reconstructed thickness with 2.5 mm gap).
Based on the images, the geometric parameters were of
particular concern to us (Figure 1), especially the following
ones: (I) gap distance between two urethral ends (GD);
(II) pubourethral vertical distance (PUVD), defined as
the vertical distance from the inferior margin of pubis to
the line connecting two urethral ends; (III) rectourethral
median distance (RUMD), defined as the distance from
the anterior rectal wall to the middle point of the line
connecting two urethral ends. The PUVD was calculated
by Heron’s formula (17), and the RUMD was calculated by
Apollonius’ theorem (18).
Besides, we evaluated each patients’ pelvic fracture type.
The pelvic fracture was divided into four levels. Single
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Figure 1 pelvic fracture urethral injury (PFUI) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) parameters. (A) General situation about PFUI. Bla, bladder;
Pro, prostate; Pub, pubis; Rec, rectum; CS, corpus spongiosum; PUr, posterior urethra; AUr, anterior urethra. (B) The parameters of distance
associated with the pubis. Arrows, pubourethral vertical distance (PUVD); Triangle, gap distance between two urethral ends (GD); Rhombus, the
distance from the inferior margin of the pubis to the proximal urethral end; Star, the distance from the inferior margin of the pubis to the distal
urethral end. (C) The parameters of angles associated with the pubis. Angle 1, proximal horizontal angle; Angle 2, distal horizontal angle. (D) The
distance associated with the rectum. Triangle, rectourethral median distance (RUMD).

ramus fracture, ipsilateral both pubic rami fracture, bilateral
two or more rami fracture, and furtherly with disruption
of ipsilateral sacrum, sacroiliac joint or femur neck graded
from level 1 to 4 (19). The numbers of pubic symphysis
diastasis were also assessed.
All parameters were measured independently by two
experienced radiologists who were blinded to the patients’
clinical history.
Delayed anastomotic urethroplasty
Delayed anastomotic urethroplasty was performed in all
cases. First, an inverted “T” incision was made in the middle
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of the perineum and urethra was divided at the obliteration
segment. The distal urethra was mobilized and scar tissue
was completely excised. Then, an appropriate sound
was placed through the SPT tract to locate the proximal
urethral end. In order to sufficiently reveal the healthy
mucosa and prepare for the subsequent suture and tensionfree anastomosis, corporal splitting and further inferior
pubectomy would be considered. When the tension-free
anastomosis is feasible, a Foley catheter was inserted and 8
radially placed 4-0 coated vicryl absorbable sutures (Ethicon;
Cincinnati, Ohio, USA) were used for suture. Patients who
underwent direct anastomosis or only corporal splitting
were considered a simple perineal approach group. Those
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Table 1 Univariate analysis of demographic information between simple perineal approach group and inferior pubectomy group
Characteristics and parameters

Simple perineal approach

Inferior pubiotomy

P

Numbers of patient (%)

27 (62.8)

16 (37.2)

Age (SE)

45.4 (2.4)

39.2 (2.6)

0.101

Body mass index (SE)

22.1 (0.4)

23.2 (0.7)

0.159

Yes

12 (44.4)

5 (31.2)

0.392

No

15 (55.6)

11 (68.8)

2 (16.7)

3 (60.0)

Level 1

4

1

Level 2

3

0

Level 3

12

8

Level 4

8

7

7

1

0.223

6 (7.0)

12 (162.75)

0.005

Operation time [minutes, median (QR)]

140 (20.0)

165 (55.0)

0.009

Blood loss [mL, median (QR)]

150 (180.0)

280 (512.5)

0.04

15 (5.0)

18 (7.75)

0.593

27 (100.0)

15 (93.75)

0.189

Rectal injury (%)

Recto-urethral fistula confirmed intraoperatively (%)
Pelvic fracture type

Numbers of pubic symphysis diastasis
Injury time [months, median (QR)]

Follow-up time [months, median (QR)]
Numbers of patients with satisfactory postoperative uroflow rate (%)

0.384

SE, standard error; QR, quartile range.

who underwent inferior pubectomy were considered to
be in the inferior pubectomy group. If the recto-urethral
fistula was confirmed, it would be separated and sutured
to close.
The urethral catheters were removed after 4 weeks with
a uroflowmetry. One week after, if the anastomotic stoma
recovered well and no obvious scar tissue was observed
through a flexible cystoscope, the SPTs would be removed.
At 3, 6 and 12 months after surgery, uroflowmetry was
performed routinely. When the uroflow rate kept greater
than 15 mL/sec and no further surgical interventions were
needed, the operation was considered successful.
Statistical analysis
For categorical variables, the chi-square test was used to
evaluate the correlation between variables and groups.
The Student’s t-test was used to evaluate the correlation of
continuous variables when obeying normal distribution, and
the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test was used when
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not. Variables matching with a significant correlation with
the groups were included in univariate logistic regression.
And multivariate model was done according to the results.
Finally, the ROC curve was elucidated. Besides, patients
with missing data would be excluded.
All statistical analyses were performed on SPSS Statistics
software (SPSS, RRID:SCR_002865) version 17.0. A P
value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Results
Basic characteristics
A total of 45 patients with PFUI underwent MR
urethrography. Two patients were excluded because of the
age and the absence of delayed anastomotic urethroplasty,
respectively. Among 43 patients, 27 (62.8%) were included
in the simple perineal approach group and 16 (37.2%) were
in the inferior pubectomy group (Table 1). The median
follow-up time was 15 [12–30] months. Subjects ranged in
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Table 2 Univariate analysis and multivariate logistic regression analysis of MRI geometric parameters between simple perineal approach group
and inferior pubectomy group
MRI geometric
parameters

Univariate analysis

Multivariate logistic regression analysis

Simple perineal approach

Inferior pubiotomy

P

OR

95% CI

P

Gap distance (cm, SE)

1.3 (0.1)

2.1 (0.2)

<0.001

2.33

1.30–4.17

0.005

Pubourethral vertical
distance (cm, SE)

1.6 (0.1)

1.2 (0.1)

0.039

0.56

0.36–0.88

0.011

Proximal pubourethral
distance (cm, SE)

1.9 (0.1)

2.2 (0.3)

0.357

Distal pubourethral
distance (cm, SE)

1.9 (0.1)

1.6 (0.2)

0.284

Proximal horizontal angle
(degree, SE)

−11.9 (4.9)

−30.1 (4.9)

0.018

1.05

0.98–1.13

0.193

Distal horizontal angle
(degree, SE)

31.9 (4.4)

31.5 (7.3)

0.967

OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; SE, standard error.

age from 17 to 66 years, and the median age was 46 years.
No statistically significant difference was noticed. The body
mass index (BMI) ranged from 16.6 to 26.7 (mean: 22.5).
The median of injury time (month) in two groups was 6 and
12 (P=0.005). In simple perineal approach group, 12 (44.4%)
and in inferior pubectomy group 5 (31.2%) patients were
accompanied with a history of rectal injury respectively,
and there was no statistically significant difference. The
distribution of pelvic fracture type kept the similar trend
in two groups. We compared the operation time and
intraoperative blood loss for the complexity of two surgical
approaches. The median of these two parameters in the
simple perineal approach group and the inferior pubectomy
group were 140 vs. 165 minutes, and 150 vs. 280 mL. Both
were significantly higher in the latter group (P=0.009/0.04).
Till the latest follow-up, the success rate of the approaches
was 100% and 93.75% respectively. Only one patient in
inferior pubectomy group had a dissatisfied uroflow with
anastomotic stenosis postoperatively. A penis transposition
urethral anastomosis (20) was performed later and resulted
in a satisfactory postoperative uroflow rate. But the patient
developed stress incontinence, and currently managed with
the penis clamp for urine control.

time showed a significant correlation with two surgical
approaches. Injury time was denied by the univariate logistic
regression analysis. Whereas the multivariate logistic
regression analysis revealed that GD and PUVD were two
independent factors for the surgical approaches of PFUI.
The GD was regarded as a risk factor, but the PUVD was a
protective factor.
Finally, the ROC curve of GD and PUVD showed that
the area under the curve was 0.88 and 0.70 respectively with
the corresponding best cut-off points 1.55 cm both. The
sensitivity, specificity, and diagnostic accuracy of GD were
87.5%, 81.5%, and 83.7%, and for PUVD were 59.3%,
81.2%, and 67.4%.

Surgical approaches and MR urethrography

Discussion

We have analyzed 6 geometric parameters of MR
urethrography (Table 2). In the univariate analysis,
GD, PUVD, the proximal horizontal angle and injury

Delayed anastomotic urethroplasty is still preferred
as the most recommended treatment for PFUI (5-7).
Routinely, a RGU with VCUG and/or cystourethroscopy
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Rectal injury and MR urethrography
Among these patients, 17 (39.5%) had rectal injuries and
26 (60.5%) did not. Five of seventeen (29.4%) patients,
were intraoperatively confirmed to have a recto-urethral fistula.
The rest 12 patients spontaneously healed with or without
a colostomy. Univariate analysis showed that RUMD was
significantly shorter in patients with rectal injury (1.4 vs. 1.8 cm,
P=0.004).
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will be performed preoperatively to assess the possible
intraoperative conditions, especially for the selection
of surgical approaches. However, even with these preassessments, intraoperative discovery remains a key factor
in decision making. In our study, all the chosen patients
were treated by one single surgical team to minimize
the subjective bias caused by the intraoperative decisions
of different surgeons. Considering the difficulty and
damage caused by the inferior pubectomy, it should be
considered only if the proximal urethra cannot be revealed
or a tension-free anastomosis is still not possible after the
mobilization of the distal urethra and corporal splitting
has been done. The study of Horiguchi et al. (21) reported
that both the operative time and intraoperative blood
loss were significantly higher in the elaborate approach
group, which was consistent with our findings. Besides,
inferior pubectomy could bring more postoperative erectile
dysfunction (22). Lue et al. (23) proved cavernous nerves run
closely from the 5 and 7 o’clock positions of prostatic apex to
the 1 and 11 o’clock positions of proximal bulbous urethral.
In patients requiring pubectomy, the proximal urethra
ends are often immediately behind inferior margin of the
pubis which make the cavernous neurovascular bundles
vulnerable to be hurt in the process. Therefore, a reference
was needed for the surgeons to estimate the complexity
of the surgical procedure and to inform the patients
about the risk. Preoperative MRI, which had been widely
used in assessing urinary tract associated diseases could
inevitably provide a pre-assessment of the complexity (24).
Compared to RGU with VCUG, MR urethrography has
the characteristics of non-invasive, non-radiative, less
painful and three-dimensional representation. Furthermore,
in these assessments geometry played an irreplaceable
role. Collectively, the images became more analyzable and
contrastive to derive a rapid and conclusive remark with a
feedback on the clinical decision (25-27).
The GD parameter was initially considered. In a study
conducted by Sung et al. (28), due to the insufficient
urethral filling and artificial traction, the length of urethral
stenosis was overestimated in 6 of the 10 patients who
underwent RGU with VCUG. In contrast, the error of MR
urethrography in evaluating urethral stenosis length showed
significantly smaller values. However, Osman et al. (29)
reported that no significant difference was observed. In our
study, we paid more attention to perform earlier scanning
immediately after injecting the intravenous contrast agent,
so that we could establish the healthy urethral and rectal
mucosa even in those cases with an incomplete urethral
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filling (Figure 2). Our modifications could achieve more
accurate geometric parameters. The precise locations and
enthesis of the fistulas, diverticula and false passages could
also be accurately judged. Besides, Koraitim’s study (30)
showed positive correlation supporting the GD’s influence
in urethrogram. However, Andrich et al. (31) after
conducting a study through traditional radiological data of
62 patients have reported a contradictory statement mainly
by pointing out the inherent defect of the 2-dimensional
X-ray. In our study, the multivariate analysis and ROC
curve, both have confirmed the significant value of GD as
an independent risk factor of surgical approaches.
In some cases, due to pelvic fracture, it was noticed that
urethra was displaced forward and upward. This slight
displacement could make the proximal urethral end hidden
behind the pubis, and may obstruct the surgeon’s view
of surgical field, and complicated the anastomosis (31).
According to our experience, if the proximal urethral
ends were far away from the inferior margin of the pubis
and close to the distal urethral ends, surgeons could get
enough space to make sutures and achieve the tensionfree anastomosis. Therefore, we constructed a triangle,
making the inferior margin of pubis, ends of the proximal
and distal urethra as the vertices to intuitively illustrate
this relationship. The PUVD was included in the statistical
analysis which confirmed the positive correlation. When the
PUVD was small, the pubis seemed to be inserted between
the two urethral ends, and the surgeons would most likely
need to remove its inferior margin to achieve a satisfactory
surgical field and a tension-free anastomosis (Figure 3).
Intraoperative rectal injury is also a major concern.
Corriere et al. (32) have reported a 3% incidence in a study
of 60 patients who underwent urethroplasty because of
posterior urethral rupture. These injuries of scarification
and burning might have happened during the excision of
scar tissue. Therefore, the parameters of RUMD was set to
represent the relationship between the anterior rectal wall
and the defective urethra which needs to be operated. The
analysis showed that for patients with rectal injury history,
the RUMD was significantly smaller than those without.
This analysis critically signifies that thorough preoperative
intestinal preparation is mandatory to protect the rectum
from intraoperative damage in such patients. In addition, in
contrast enhanced images, the various layers of the rectum
are clearly represented, especially the rectal mucosa and
the rectal wall, which is useful for assessing the relationship
between the rectum and the injured urethra.
Our study has some limitations. Firstly, this research was
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Figure 2 Urethral stenosis in different imaging examinations. (A,B) The urethrogram and MR urethrography of a same patient. Neither of them
had a complete urethral filling. However, the urethra can be determined by the signal difference between urethral tissue and prostate tissue in MR
urethrography. (C,D) Sagittal T2W sequence and sagittal earlier scanning of enhanced T1W sequence of another patient. The proximal urethral end
can be recognized easily in (D) because of the well-established urethral mucosa.

a single-center retrospective study based on the patients
with a small sample size which was unable to support
subgroup analyses according to the age, BMI, prostate size,
or injury time. This definitely decreased the applicability
of our parameters. In future research, by increasing
the participating centers and subjects, the confounding
factors can be validated and excluded. Secondly, we did
not include a cost-benefit analysis. In China, the cost of a
dynamic contrast-enhanced MR urethrography is usually
less than 150 US dollars which is not an unacceptable
price. However, in other countries and regions, the
cost is high, which may limit its application. Therefore,
the comparison between these two modalities of presurgical interventions, such as MR urethrography
and urethrogram based on their cost-effects in
implementation, needs future research. Despite these
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limitations, our study provided important supports for the
posterior urethral reconstruction. On the one hand, our
findings revealed the potential application value of MR
urethrography in PFUI patients and showed a practical
method in combining imageology and geometry. On the
other hand, it helped the urologists to make forecasting
of the anastomotic urethroplasty and fully inform the
patients of the probable surgical difficulties and risks.
Conclusions
Combined with geometry, MR urethrography showed
significant correlation with the implementation of
accurate surgical approaches of PFUI. Longer GD and
shorter PUVD were the two independent factors of
inferior pubectomy. In addition, among the patients with
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Figure 3 The two sequences of figures belonged to two patients. The figures were preoperative urethrogram, preoperative MR urethrography,
intraoperative surgical approach and postoperative urethrogram respectively. Patient A underwent a corporal splitting with a 1.2 cm gap distance
and 2.4 cm pubourethral vertical distance. Patient B underwent an inferior pubectomy with a 1.6 cm gap distance and 0.9 cm pubourethral vertical
distance. Both of them had a satisfactory urinary flow after the delayed anastomotic urethroplasty.

a history of rectal injury, the protection of the rectum
from intraoperative damage during surgical intervention is
mandatory and needs strict measures for management.
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